SLOTS ROYALE 2022 TOURNAMENT RULES
1. Any person who is under the age of 18 or who has been refused entry to the casino or who is selfexcluded prior to or during the tournament, may not participate and will be disqualified from
participating in the Slot Royale 2022 tournament (“the tournament”).
2. The tournament is available at participating Sun International casinos as advertised.
3. To compete in the tournament participants must be Sun MVG members and they must register
on the electronic platform at a participating casino. Participants may register at multiple
participating casinos.
4. Participants must insert their Sun MVG player cards when playing slots machines to earn casino
points that will be used to rank their positions on the leader board. Casino points will accumulate
per casino and cannot be consolidated across casinos.
5. The leader board stage of the tournament will commence at 06:00 on the gaming date 25 Feb
2022 and will terminate at 06h00 on 11 April 2022.
6. The top three (3) participants on each casino’s leader boards will automatically qualify for a seat
at the final heat of corresponding casino.
7. The Wild Card participants will be determined randomly at the end of the final round at each
participating casino. The Wild Card pool will consist of those participants from the final round who
did not qualify for the group quarter finals based on their score. The Wild Card draw winners will
progress to the group quarter finals.
8. Participants may only play on specific slot machines used for the tournament which have been set
to tournament mode. Seats will be allocated and cannot be changed.
9. Any winning combinations struck on a slot machine whilst it is in tournament mode will not be
paid out as casino winnings.
10. A score is considered the amount of game credits accumulated from combinations obtained in
playing the tournament game that will be enabled via the gaming system on dedicated slot
machines.
11. A particular heat may be suspended and all scores (credits won during tournament mode) for that
heat voided in the event that a slot machine or system malfunction makes play impossible or
hinders play. The respective heat will be replayed. Management reserves the right to postpone
the tournament or heat if necessary.
12. The number of heats in the quarter final and semi-final stages will be dependent on the number
of slot machines being utilised and is subject to change without prior notice. The number of
participants that progress to the various stages of the tournament will be advertised.
13. Participation must be in person and players who are not present within 5 minutes before the
actual start will forfeit their seats.
14. A proxy will only be permitted to play on behalf of a participant in the instance where a participant
has gained a qualifying position on the leader board of more than one participating casino which
would require him/her to play in the heats at the afore-going casinos on the same day or in
instances where the participant is not be able to attend as result of serious health-related issues.
The affected participant must notify casino management at least 24hrs in advance of the aforegoing and he/she must sign the tournament nomination form prior to date of the heat.
15. It may be possible that a participant qualifies for more than one seat in the group quarter finals.
In such an event, the participant will be permitted to occupy all seats in the group quarter finals

provided that he/she only occupies one seat per heat to the maximum number of heats. Seat(s)
beyond the maximum number of heats will be forfeited.
16. A participant may only occupy one seat in the group semi-final heat. Should it occur that the
participant that qualified for more than one quarter final seat ends in a position that qualifies
him/her for the semi-final heat they will no longer participate in further quarter final heats. The
remaining quarter final heats will be played with less participants in such a case.
17. Sun International reserves the right of admission to the tournament and furthermore reserves the
right to terminate the tournament at any stage without giving prior notification.
18. Prize money and Xtra Play rewards will be paid in line with the advertised prize and rewards
schedule. Prizes and rewards are not transferable.

19. The tournament calendar, prizes and rewards will be advertised through the adverting
channels used for this tournament. Dates and times are subject to change without prior
notice. Participants must take care to ensure that they are aware of the correct dates
and times.
20. By participating in this tournament it is deemed that participants agree to the
tournament rules and furthermore give consent to the casino displaying their personal
information on the leader boards.
21. In the event of any clause, provision, term or condition in these tournament rules be found
not to be enforceable or invalid by any law or is waived by election of Sun International,
such clause, provision, term, or condition shall be severed from these rules to the extent
that it shall not invalidate the remaining rules. Should Sun International be lenient in
applying these rules, it does not mean that Sun International has waived any of its rights.
22. All disputes shall be referred to the tournament director for resolution whose decision will be final
and binding and no further correspondence will be entered into. In the Western Cape, all
gambling-related disputes may be referred to the Western Cape Gambling and Racing Board.

